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EDITORIAL

W

hile
the
month
of
November was a quiet

one

for

the

French

Wing,

such was not the case for
our

nation.

The

cowardly

attacks of Friday the 13th of
November have touched all
of

our

fellow

directly

or

countrymen,

i n d i r e c t l y.

Our

thoughts and prayers go to
all of the victims of these
attacks,

as

well

as

their

families and relatives.

Our

general

which

was

a s s e m b l y,

supposed

to

take place on the 14th of
N o v e m b e r,

was

PARIS ATTACKS
13 NOVEMBER 2015

cancelled

and we haven’t yet decided
on a new date, as we all
have

busy

schedules

with

Christmas approaching.

The

next

newsletter

probably

be

the

of

end

will

published
the

month

at
of

December so we would like
to

wish

you

all

a

Merry

Christmas!

- Bertrand Brown

PINK LADY:
THE IMPOSSIBLE MISSION

•••••••••••••NEWS•••••••••••••
New French Wing recruit

French Wing
General Assembly

Following the terrorist attacks that took
place in Paris and Saint-Denis on Friday,
November 13, the French Wing’s staff decided to postpone the general assembly,
which was to take place the following day
We have the pleasure of presenting yet another recruit
to the French Wing, John Rouxel:

at the Air & Space Museum in Le Bourget.

“Hello to all, and thank you for letting me join your remarkable group.

We haven’t yet picked a new date for the

I’ve been passionate about aviation for as long as I can
r e m e m b e r, a n d h a v e k n o w n t h e C A F j u s t a s l o n g . W h a t
a joy to have the honour of joining the French Wing !

general assembly, but it will probably take

I joined your ranks thanks to a friend shared with Stéphane; a man of passion and formidable friend, sadly
t a k e n a w a y b y t h e “ B i g C ” a t t h e a g e o f 5 1 l a s t s u m m e r.
My aviation story don’t include as many flight hours
as I would like... I’m a former naval aviation cadet
(class P94C) whose career was cut short by medical
p ^ r o b l e m s . To k e e p i t s h o r t , a f t e r a c a r e e r c h a n g e a n dvarious stays abroad, I am now a general insurance
agent in Bayeux, my hometown.
Bayeux... An extraordinary playground for a history
buff... Gateway to the beaches of the Allied landings of
June 19444, it is a place where history is omnipresent.
The fields are marked by the 50 Allied airfields that
were built there during the summer of 1944. I won’t describe the atmosphere that prevails every year in June!
Stéphane asked me to indicate my favourite warbirds,
a difficult task... The Allied fleet of June 1944 provides
a complete panel of my tastes! I would add the B-29,
the F4U and the Curtiss SBC (I know this last choice is
somewhat surprising !).
Thanks again for your welcome ! Keep’em flying!”
Welcome to the French Wing, Paul-Eric ! ■

place in the first half of January. Finding a
new date during the month of December at
such short notice is complicated, as most
of our members already have tight schedules. As soon as we have decided upon a
new date, you will be informed by email and
newsletter, as well as on the French Wing’s
website.
We thank all of our friends, and particularly our foreign friends, for their support
and concern in these troubled times for our
country. ■
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« Pink Lady:
the impossible mission »

Photo USAF

Extract from the book
« The Pink Lady:
l’impossible mission »
by Patrick Arno.

July 2007. A group of old friends who
keeping airworthy a World War II American bomber is about to depart for yet another airshow in England. Shortly after
take-off, things begin to go wrong... The
crew finds itself in the midst of an apocalyptic storm, which disappears as suddenly as it appeared. Believing they are out
of trouble, they pursue their trip only to
discover a reality they can hardly grasp:
attacked by German fighters, they finally
realize that time and space have played a
bad joke on them. As they land, they are
still in July, but in the year 1944 !!!

the noise. A long hum informs us that
a group is returning from a mission. In
the control tower, which is filling with
officers, everyone is looking south.
Some have binoculars and can observe
the show before the others. The first
crosses are appearing against the blue
sky background. They seem neatly arranged, as if on parade. As they get
closer, the “boxes” begin to show gaps,
meaning that some will be posted missing today ! I instinctively begin to
count the number of aircraft in the first
box to arrive :

A deep rumble pierces the horizon. In- “6... 7... 8 ! Four are missing ! Immestinctively, we look in the direction of diately, another appears: 5... 6. Only
half. Before I can think about it, the
third, high box, makes a high-speed
fly-by : 8... 9... 10 ! I have a lump
in my throat as I know perfectly well
that, of all of the missing crew, many
are already dead. Damned war ! I make
a quick calculation of the number of
aircraft that just overflew us: 8 + 6 +
10 ! Twenty-four B-17 out of the 36
in the group. One third of the aircraft
engaged have been destroyed or damaged, their crews struggling to survive
and reach England. What a waste, I
thought. The three bowes disperse in
an orderly fashion to make the final
turn that will bring them in front of
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the runway on which they’ll land. Suddenly, a loudspeaker calls for emergency ambulance and fire-fighting vehicles
to proceed to the “crash-landing” area.
A concert of tintinnabulating sirens
and bells arises. The ambulance and
fire-fighting vehicles race towards the
area in an un-orderly fashion contrasting with the impeccable formation of
the aircraft. The crash-landing area is
outside the triangle formed by the intersection of three runways, parallel to
the south-west/north-east runway.
The vehicles have barely arrived that a
first B-17 arrives. Its pilot is going to
attempt a wheels-up landing. Its wheels
aren’t lowered, its electrical circuit must
be out. The right inner engine is out,
trailing a long plume of white smoke.
The aircraft seems to make a proper approach. The sound of its idling engines
is covered by the sirens of the firemen
racing towards the aircraft in its final
trajectory. The machine’s nose is slightly high. The tail touches the ground
first, delicately, almost grazing it. The
B-17 slides in this uncomfortable, almost elegant, position for a few dozen
meters and the nose begins to drop
slightly. The aircraft’s belly touches the
ground in a deafening roar, sliding and
digging a furrow and shedding parts
torn off by the impact and slide. The
propellers bend as if they were made of
marshmallow. One of them detaches itself and flies away spinning, bouncing

two, three times on the ground before
coming to a halt. An engine is torn off
and slides beneath the wing. In a grinding of damaged metal sheets, after pivoting slightly to the left, the great bird
halts. The whole sequence only lasted a
few seconds.
The cloud of earth and dust slowly settles down.
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Le nuage de terre et de poussière soulevé
se repose petit à petit. Wisps of smoke
rise from what is now a shapeless heap
of metal. The firemen are already busy
spraying the helf-desintegrated fuselage of what was still a Flying Fortress
five minutes ago.

navigator and bombardier, whose work
stations are located in the nose of the
aircraft, must have moved to a safer
location, probably the radio compartment, which serves as a refuge in the
case of a crash-landing.

We don’t have time to dwell on this airFrom where we stand, we can’t see the craft that another one appears to make
rear door and I can say how many men a crash-landing of its own. With its left
get out. But on our side, the forward wheel pitifully hanging beneath its enevacuation door has been unlocked, gine, it seems badly hit. It’s also missand the men emerge one after another. ing more than a third of its right wing
I count them: 2... 3. I think that’s the where the outer engine is burning. The
pilot, co-pilot and flight engineer. The propeller is slowly milling. Its electrical circuits are probably out of order
as well, and it can’t retract the wheel to
land in a cleaner configuration which
would be less hazardous. The pilot did
not choose the events, but the events
that have imposed themselves. The aircraft softly descends on an almost-normal path.
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With his wings level, the pilots hops
over the north/south runway and lands
on his valid wheel. He manages to keep
the aircraft rolling straight for several
ever-lasting seconds but he will eventually have to land the Fortress at any
cost, or risk crossing the south-west/
north-east runway that is approaching
fast. That is the runway which the oth-

As the aircraft creeps down towards the
ground, the extended wheel begins to
fold and returns to its bay. It wasn’t
locked, a fortunate thing! The pilot
understands he can land his aircraft on
the belly without the risk of flipping it
over. He flattens it as best he can. Everything is going well, the crash unfolding as for the previous B-17, when there
suddenly is an explosion ! It’s the right
engine fire, whose flames were dangerously grazing the wing’s metal sheets.
They are red-hot and ignite the wing
fuel tanks. The explosion unsettles the
aircraft, which abruptly obliques towards the right before coming to a halt
in a burst of incandescent debris. The
wing’s punctured fuel tanks ignite and
explode one after another. Great mushrooms of black smoke of burned fuel
rise in the sky. The firemen try to move
in to fight the fire, but the unbearable
heat prevents them from getting closer. A few agitated shapes can be seen
around, and then a shadow engulfed in
flames runs away before dropping in
the grass, twisting in pain. Two medics have followed him and roll him in
a blanket to snuff out the flames. The
B-17 is now a gigantic furnace, and
the men around it can’t get any closer without exposing themselves to the
fire, which is voraciously consuming
any form of life. Only one man made it
out of the inferno. Nine remained captive to the flames and debris. I feel like
screaming, shouting that it’s unfair,
that they haven’t deserved this ! My
eyes tear up and big tears come rolling
down my cheeks. I’m crying ! I’m enraged ! It’s the only response I have to
this horrible show !

and admire you, guys, and I don’t even
know if I would have the gut to stay as
stoic as you were in such circumstances.
No one ushers a word. It’s too hard. It
can’t get rid of the lump in my throat.
I can’t even swallow. I look at André,
Michel, the others, Roger, Gaston,
Maurice... They all have shiny eyes and
wet cheeks, and looking at each other
only makes things worse.
“Please excuse us, Colonel, says André.
We are not used to such sights but, better than you, we fully now how much
we owe them.”
We wander silently, our heads low and
hands in our pockets, bent by pain. The
B-17s are landing one after another on
the south-west/north-east runway, but
we don’t feel like watching them. We’ve
had enough for today !
We pile up in the GMC and drive towards the base’s exit. The driver makes
a left turn on the road that leads to
Polebrook, drives a few hundred meters
and on the right appears a pleasant Victorian manor in the middle of a grove :
Ashton Wold House !
“Well, old chap ! They certainly are
treating us nicely”, says Michel in an
attempt to get our minds off things and
lift the morose atmosphere that is surrounding us. ■
Photo USAF

er returning aircraft are to use.

Poor guys. To think they wren’t even
twenty years old, that they were living their mens’ lives without having
had the time to be children. Not yet
adults, but heroes already. Yes, that
is how I pictured them already. Congratulations, guys. What you’ve done
will remain deep in my heart forever.
How many men will understand, one
day, how much they owe you ? I love
6

BATTLE COLOURS: FW 190 ACES
www.bravobravoaviation.com

Profils: Bertrand Brown (aka Gaëtan Marie)

JagdGeschwader 2 “Richthofen”

Josef “Sepp” Wurmheller claimed 102 aerial victories before he was killed in a mid-air
collision in France on 22 June 1944. Only 9 of his victories were achieved on the Eastern
front. He shot down 18 to 20 four-engined bombers and a staggering 56 Spitfires, only
surpassed by Josef «Pips» Priller’s score of 68 Spitfire kills.

JagdGeschwader 54 “Grünherz”

Walter «Nowi» Nowotny is arguably the most famous Fw 190 ace, and achieved 200 of his 258
victories on the type. He was the first pilot ever to reach the 250-victory mark, shooting down 194
aircraft in 1943 alone. He was temporarily withdrawn from combat flying for propaganda purposes and was among the first pilots to fly the Me 262 jet fighter, for which he developed tactics.
He was killed in a crash following combat with US fighters on 8 November 1944.

JagdGeschwader 5 “Eismeer”

Rudi Linz was credited with 70 aerial victories before he was shot down and killed flying this aircraft, Fw 190A-8
WkNr 732183, in Norway on 9 February 1945 during the aerial battle that became known as “Black Friday” due to
the heavy losses suffered by the RAF units that were involved. This aircraft was salvaged and is being restored in the USA.
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NEW PX ITEM

LA FERTÉ-ALAIS 2012

CAF French Wing
Keyholders

CAF FRENCH WING
MEMBERS 2015

SPIRIT OF LEWIS
SPONSORS 2015

Adams J.

Gouzon Roger

Ansquer Stéphane

Grinnel Roy

Avenel Gilles

Grinnel Irene

Alexander III, Hugh

Gritte Catherine

Baloche Michel

Gritte Philippe

Barange Noël

Guglielmo P.

Barbaud J.

Guillaumont Stéphane

Bastide Christophe

Guyot Antoine

Bellebon Eric

Guyot Stéphanie

Bennour Zied

Hammer Gilles

Bourrassier Didier

Hébrard François

Brown Adrian

Hébrard Marie

keyholders are of good quality and show the CAF

Brown Bertrand

Irigoyen William

Gaël Darquet

French Wing logo and Piper Cub "Spirit of Lewis"

Butikofer M.

Jentel Jean-Luc

Stéphane Duchemin

Cardinal Claude

Joulain Jérôme

Cardinal Didier

Levoye Angie

Cercy Jean-Yves

Malhaire Cédric

Claude Gascon

Chambon Dimitri

Memarian Sarah

Stéphane Guillaumont

Chanu Cédric

Miniggio Jean-Claude

Clerc Jacqueline

Montaigu Camille

Cluzel Laurent

Nonat Philippe

Cluzel Arthur

Odent Romain

Collin Christophe

Paquet Benoit

Collin Robert

Peligat Jacques

Collin Yves

Perrin Michel

Costelle Daniel

Picco Francis

Courbet Fab

Pierre-Pierre Patrick

Courbet Nina

Rinck Matthieu

Darquet Gaël

Robert Dominique

Debruyne Fred

Robert Roger

Delfino Yuri

Rouxel John

French Wing woven keyholders.

These

silhouette on one side, and the CAF French
Wing's name on the other side. Cost: 3€ each.

2015 FRENCH WING
SUBORDINATE OFFICERS
The French Wing
volunteers

for

is looking for

the

following

positions :

- PX : Deputy
- Recruiting : Officer and deputy
Should you be interested by these
jobs, please contact the French Wing !

The CAF French Wing is a non-profit Association
ruled by the 1901 law, and registered under number
2473 of the Journal Officiel dated 10 July 1996.
Unit Leader : Col. Stéphane DUCHEMIN
Tél: 06 14 15 30 22
email: stephaneduchemin@hotmail.com

Delile Jérôme

Ruppert Marcel

Executive Officer : Bertrand BROWN
Mobile : 06 16 97 55 06
email : contact@bravobravoaviation.com

Donjon Yves

Seux Marc Olivier

Finance Officer : Jean-Yves CERCY
Tél : 01 42 00 20 37 - Mobile : 06 07 67 04 45
email : jycercy@clubinternet.fr

Ducreau Eric

Szpiro Antoine

Duflot Danielle

Tournemine Christian

Duchemin Stéphane

Touzeau Jean-Pierre

Ferretti Philippe

Urschler Reg

Fleury Michel

Varnet Pierre

Fourdrain Guy

Vaucamp Roger

Gascon Claude

Vézard Paul-Eric

Gaudry Jérôme

Voltz William

Girard Maurice

Wattel Julien

Adjutant Officer : Gaël DARQUET
Mobile  : 06 19 56 77 79
email : darquet.gael@yahoo.fr
AIRSHOW is a publication of the French Wing of
the Commemorative Air Force, Inc. - Any partial
or complete reproduction of the articles and the
illustrations published in this monthly Newsletter
is forbidden without the agreement of the FW.
Please write to the Association at the following
address : 9 rue de la Chapelle - 77710 Saint Ange le
Vieil - FRANCE.

Dubuisson Jean-Christophe Sevestre Patrick
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FLYING SPONSOR
Hugh Alexander III
Michel Baloche
Noël Barange
Jean-Yves Cercy

François Hébrard

RESTORATION
SPONSOR
Hugh Alexander III
Maurice Girard
Jean-Claude Miniggio

SUPPORTING
SPONSOR
Hugh Alexander III
Jean-Christophe Debuisson
Danielle Duflot
Michel Perrin

PATRON COMPANIES
SUPPORTING THE FRENCH
WING
BRAVO BRAVO AVIATION
VF AÉRO MAINTENANCE

